Canisius Welcomes Grads

Canisius welcomes back two of its graduates this year as faculty members, the Reverend John C. Mullen, S.J., A.B., class of '17, and the Reverend T. Joseph Brown, S.J., B.S., class of '14, and a son of Batavia. Father Mullen, sometime Professor of Philosophy at Fordham, is now Professor of Ethics at Canisius. Father Brown of the Chemistry department of St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, is now head of the Canisius Chemistry Department. Father Mullen has taught here in the summer sessions since 1932, and Father Brown has taught in the summer here since 1929.

The Reverend Timothy J. Dineen, S.J., though still associate professor of Philosophy and instructor in French, is also moderator of athletics, which he was between '33-'38 before being succeeded by Father Geraghty.